
What are people saying about Sensei Dervish’s 

Personal Development Programme…. 

Here at Kaizen-Do Karate, we have the number one programme for 

Character Development & Leadership training for children and families.  

 

Sensei Dervish’s programme works hand-in hand with a child’s schoolwork, 

providing improved self-discipline, self-confidence, mental alertness and 

goal setting skills. Young people are taught at Sensei Dervish’s Kaizen-Do 

Karate that through dedicated intense work, all worthwhile goals in life are 

possible. Parents have attributed our programme with improved grades as 

a direct result of the increased achievement, motivation, self-direction, 

and self-confidence provided by the programme. Please read a small 

sample of the 100’s of testimonials we have received.  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Katalina is enjoying her karate journey so far very well.  She is much more aware of 

what it takes to be healthy and successful in life.  I’m particularly happy with her 

newfound interest in healthy eating (before every mealtime was a battle). She has 

also really worked on her manners and is helpful and polite at home.  

                 B. Schaefer, Parent of Katalina 

 

Hishams confidence has really increased since he has started his Karate.  His 

concentration and determination are also improving. 

                    Hishams Parents  

 

Darcy, your confidence and commitment to Kaizen-Do has impressed us so much!  Its 

clear to see how much you love and enjoy karate and it amazes us how you set 

yourself goals and work har to achieve them- Go for it Darcy! 

                 Mr & Mrs Gray 

 

My 8-year-old daughter has shown impeccable focus and determination since joining 

the Kaizen-Do family.  I call it a family because that’s how we feel it is.  She has grown 



in confidence and is focusing more both at home and Karate.  She is very helpful and 

always easier to help where possible I see her thriving to her best ability and 

determined to meet set goals and targets.  It’s the best thing for her. Thank you, 

Sensei’s.  

         

Tyler has been coming for a few years now. He has achieved so much and helped him 

with his needs. He really enjoys coming to class. 

                                                   Tylers Parents 

 

We have found Kaizen-Do Karate to be inclusive, supportive and very professional. 

Our son, who has struggled with confidence has grown significantly in just a few short 

weeks.  The core values that are promoted are the key and provide our son with the 

belief that he can continually improve himself though this art. 

                        The Ball family 

 

When Oscar first started karate we were very sceptical.  He has a varied spectrum of 

behavioural difficulties and is struggling at school.  Since being with Kaizen-Do he has 

come on leaps and bounds, and everyone has noticed.  His behaviour has improved, 

he is more forth coming on trying new things and talking to new people.  It really 

helps that the Sensei’s are all very on the ball and can identify strengths and 

weaknesses.  Thank you so much. 

                      The Compstons 

 

Lauren has improved in behaviour and her overall confidence is a lot better. 

 

 

Well done Bobby!  We are so proud of you!  Each time, you work so hard 

remembering your kata steps and give it your very best!  We are so proud of how far 

you have come, and we have no doubt your positivity and determination will get your 

Black Belt!  Love Mum and Dad. 

                   Mr & Mrs Warner 

       



My two sons started their Black Belt training 4 months ago after doing a school 

scheme and are really enjoying it.  They were 2 totally different characters but they 

both have benefited enormously since joining and have been complimented both at 

home and school on the changes that they have made in both confidence and 

character building.  They love the lessons and they have friends they have made at 

the Academy and the support of all Sensei’s is second to none. 

               Matthew and Freddie’s Parents 

 

 

From Little Ninja to Brown Belt! For Billy, karate is not just a hobby, it’s a way of life.  

He uses his skills daily, at home, school and in the Dojo. 

                   Billy Whitehouse’s Mum and Dad 

 

Since Starting his karate journey in October 2016, Alfie has just achieved his purple 

black stripe belt and will soon be taking his brown belt grading.  He has learnt many 

important life skills such as: respect, Self-discipline and concentration and these 

have all helped him with his schoolwork.  He enjoys coming to the classes and gets a 

lot out of them.  

                             Alfie Thompson’s Parents 

 

Since Joshua has been coming to Kaizen-Do Karate his behaviour at home and school 

has improved immensely which has been noted by me and his teachers. His confidence 

and his manners in which he did have before joining have sky-rocketed and that’s 

thanks to the Sensei’s and the reception staff. What a lovely welcoming team that 

work there, nothing is too much trouble, Joshua loves going, so much that we go three 

times a week and the fact that I can watch him is a bonus too.  Cannot express how 

much Joshua has improved and we’ve only been coming over a month, should have 

joined sooner. Thank you, Sensei’s and the staff. 

                         Joshua’s Mum 

 

It has been so rewarding to see Josephs enthusiasm and enjoyment attending Karate 

with Kaizen-Do. His attitude and attention to classes and the Life skills and his desire 

to take this home to reach his goals underline the positivity and focus that Kaizen-Do 



is installing.  We will miss Kaizen-Do, all the Sensei’s and many friends and wish we 

could take them with us when we move home! Very best wishes Stephen and Laura 

McGarry 

                                                                                                           Stephen & Laura McGarry 

 

Edith and Jude are working hard to stay focused and respectful.  They are helping 

each other with their kata and self-discipline. They are very happy to achieve their 

next belts! 

 

 

Daniel was introduced to karate in Junior school where thanks to the enthusiasm and 

encouragement of the Sensei’s, he quickly came to prefer karate above all his other 

activities.  He is now on the Masters and Leadership programme and is aiming for 

Black Belt in December.  Karate has helped Daniel in many ways, Improved 

confidence, self-esteem and physical fitness.  He is more outgoing and has made 

many friendships. Daniel now assist in some lessons; his aim is to be a Sensei. 

             A very Proud Grandparent 

 

 

Fletcher joined Kaizen-Do Karate nearly 3 years ago and has enjoyed every single 

minute. His confidence continues to grow and now that he is part of the Masters and 

Leadership programme, he gets satisfaction out of passing on some of his knowledge 

to new students.  Karate has taught his resilience and nowadays its very rare that 

fletcher gives up at anything that he may find hard at first even at school.  Having 

seen how much fletcher was getting out of karate, I decided to give it a go myself and 

I can honestly say I don’t regret it, much like Fletcher my fitness has improved 

immeasurably and its greatly improved my social circle. The people and the Sensei’s 

here are great. I would highly recommend Kaizen-Do Karate to anyone hoping to 

develop their child’s life skills and or their own fitness and confidence. 

                                 A Naylor (Proud Father) 

 

My son has improved with every aspect of his life, Confidence, Resilience, Self-

awareness and Maturity. Since he started attending regular sessions at this 

Academy. I would have no reservations in recommending it to other parents. 



                                           Jon 

 

Oliver has improved his focus and concentration over is time at Karate. He has also 

developed much strength of character.  He engages well with all staff who offer a 

huge balance between teaching, banter, fun and physical development. 

Well done to all. 

 

 

Thomas has been at Kaizen-Do Karate for the last 2 ½ years, during that time he has 

grown in self-confidence and now has an excellent understanding of the importance 

of respecting others.  He has also developed an ability to concentrate as well as an 

understanding that achievement takes dedication and hard work. These are qualities 

that I feel as a parent are crucial to a child’s development and couldn’t be taught 

anywhere else. 

                      R McCullogh (parent) 

 

Shammas has become very confident, More disciplined and focused.  Karate has 

helped shamas focus, control emotions and more disciplined. 

                    Shahid Mohammed (parent) 

 

Austin Is very cheeky and lacks concentration. He has been doing Karate for 3 months 

and his behaviour has changed massively, he is more disciplined and has better 

concentration. 

 

 

Zara is becoming more confident at school.  Meeral is enjoying a lot and is focusing 

better at school.  Her grades have improved as she is concentrating better. Meeral 

has also become less shy as her sister Misha has become a bit bolder and more 

confident. She has become more energetic and disciplined. All 3 lacked confidence and 

that is the area we wanted to most improve on. 

                  Mr & Mrs Quershi 

 



Elodie has been at Kaizen-Do for just over a year. The journey she has been on has 

been immense. She shows understanding of the life skill journey and the importance 

of respecting others.  She had time away from the Academy due to a fractured arm, 

the difference in her motivation, discipline and respect was highly evident on return.  

We feel Kaizen-Do is crucial to her development and we would recommend to all. 

                                       A Salford (Parent) 

 

Jonah Really enjoys coming to Karate. His confidence has grown already, and he has 

learnt a lot.  The Sensei’s are all so nice and helpful. It’s been great experience so far. 

                   Jonahs Dad 

 

Before Noah started Karate, his concentration was not very good. Since starting his 

concentration and listening skills have improved dramatically.  His all-round attitude 

and behaviour have improved.  He is always telling me “Mummy I can do this!” 

                                      Parent of Noah Bowker 

 

Our son has achieved 2 belts in short space of time but more then this, his 

concentration and behaviour in school has improved MASSIVLEY.  His self-discipline 

and control in situations have improved so much- were extremely pleased with the 

ethos of the whole school training and programme. 

 

 

Calib is listening more and showing better focus.  He is helping more at home which is 

brilliant.  He is gaining confidence and respecting others.  

 

 

In a very short space of time Emmerson has found the confidence to try new things.  

Her first class was filled with tears; however, the amazing staff have brought her out 

of her shall.   Emmerson has completely changed since joining Kaizen-Do Karate. Once 

self-doubting she now tackles any new challenge with confidence and 

determination. 

                  Emmersons Mum 



 

Billy over the last few months has been practising his Karate a lot more at home and I 

can see he wants to achieve a higher belt. He has even started asking about his job 

list!  The skills he has learnt are also helping him in other pursuits, such as punching in 

boxing.  He said he wants to get a Black Belt and I hope he does.  This Academy will 

help him achieve that hopefully. 

                       Jamie Whitehouse (Dad of Billy) 

 

Emily has improved her behaviour since starting Karate.  She is helping a lot at home 

to achieve her character stripes; her confidence continues to improve the longer she 

attends the Academy. 

                                          Parent of Emily 

 

 

Shahid Mohammed has become very confident showing respect to all. Very pleased 

with this progress.  Thank you. 

 

 

Maisie Holden, yet another achievement for this talented young lady who has realised 

how to be humble and how to help others.  An example of how to be kind and fair has 

been witnessed through all Sensei’s.  Thank you 

                                                                                                                                       Samantha 

 

Chloe has achieved way more than I expected.  This is down to the sheer 

determination she has, and the level of commitment shown not only by Chloe but also 

by the amazing people at the Academy.  Thank you, Chloe, for engaging well, 

Listening and learning all you can.  Thank you to all the Sensei’s involved in helping 

Chloe to become all she can be and for helping her grow as a person. 

                            Dee (Chloe’s nan) 

 

 



Thank you for all your help in making Kra enjoy his karate.  Helping Kra to improve his 

listening English skills and positive interaction with the group. 

                                        Garry 

We are very proud of Phoebe’s journey so far on her way to her Black Belt.  Kaizen-Do 

Karate is more than an Academy, Kaizen-Do is a family! 

                                       Victoria Hall 

 

Noah came to karate to improve on his focus and his skills, we feel that he has made 

so much progress after coming, we have seen a big change in his attitude, and he 

seems more responsible with his behaviour. We feel without him doing his karate, he 

wouldn’t have improved half as much.  Thank you. 

                  Noahs mum 

 

We are pleased with Annaleese’s progress and to see how much her Karate has 

improved and developed. Her confidence has grown, and we can’t wait to see her as 

a Black Belt in the future. 

                          Annaleese’s Grandparent 

 

Ryoto’s confidence has grown so much since starting Karate. He has gone from being 

to nervous to go on the matts, to volunteering in every class.  His newfound 

confidence has led him to becoming a school counsellor for his class. 

Thanks 

                    Chris Calderbank 

 

I’m very proud of Jake and Carter, 6 months until their Black Belt.  Well done boys, you 

have done great! 

                   Mrs Devine 

Aaron achieved his brown belt tonight!!  He has worked really hard and has shown 

commitment to Kaizen-Do karate since he was a little Ninja 3 year ago.  We are really 

proud of what he has achieved, we are now a Brown Belt Family! 

                           The Cooper Family 



 

Thomas has become a dedicated, confident young man.  He has developed on 

understanding of what it takes to achieve something in like. i.e. hard work and 

discipline- we are very proud of him. 

                                      R McCullogh 

 

Kaizen-Do Karate has had a massive positive impact on my Daughter. In just 5 weeks, 

my daughter of 7 years has grown in confidence, fitness and independence.  I am 

thrilled with how she has settled into karate and the Sensei’s have been fantastic from 

day 1, ensuring she is happy and included. 

Thank you 

 

        

Lexi Holden, recognised in school for improved attitude and achievement, twice 

inform by teachers in 1 week! 

 

 

When Magdalena started karate, she struggled to have the confidence to go onto the 

mat with out her mum.  Now she has continued to train even after 2 broken arms! 

And is now asking to help with the Little Ninjas! 

                          A Beardsley (Mum) 

 

Since Scarlett joined Karate, she is a different child. In a positive way there is no more 

anger, shouting, hitting. She thinks a lot about her actions and now apologises. We 

are very happy and Thank you Sensei’s for all your work with Scarlett. 

 

 

Finley is such a polite child and always tries his best, we are very proud parents that 

he has stuck with karate for many years now, where some children lose interest he 

keeps focused and works towards his Black Belt. 

                                   Parents of Finley Hudson 



 

Kaizen-Do Karate has helped with my son’s confidence and his feeling.  The classes 

have helped me and my son with everyday life together. 

 

 

Excellent Academy and brilliant staff, Kayla is always bubbly and full of energy. She 

loves attending classes and all the Sensei’s and staff are helpful and supportive.  

Thank you very much, 4 years later and we still feel the same as day 1. 

                       Kirsty Fearnhough (parent) 

 

Issac has received a certificate from school to show how hard he has been working in 

learning and homework tasks. So proud! 

                   Mrs S Wren 

 

Lexi Holden, our reserved, unconfident little lady has turned things around 

tremendously and should be proud of her achievement. Karate has helped her focus 

and a sense of being.  Thanks particularly to all the Sensei’s whose efforts make this 

happen.  Thank you 

                     Samantha 

 

Tyler has really taken to learning karate and his confidence has already increased.  

We have seen changes in his willingness to help around the house.  Given his 

increased confidence I do believe that he will settle into year 3, when returning to 

school a lot quicker than he would have done had it not been for learning this new life 

skill.  Tyler himself is committed to enjoying the journey! 

 

 

Bobby, since joining Kaizen-Do Karate has come on leaps and bounds with everyday 

things. His manners and self confidence have helped him win so many battles, with 

things he used to struggle with, now being a walk in the park.  Keep it up Bobby! 

 



 

Since attending Karate, Bella’s confidence has really improved, she has even got a 

place in her nursery place. I am now seeing my shy little girl make friends, chat to 

adults and grow into herself. 

 

 

My Daughter has moved up from the school classes and the difference has been 

unbelievable, the classes and commitment that Kaizen-Do expect from their students 

is at a high level.  whilst also catering for individual needs.  Progression is appropriate 

for each child’s commitment. 

 

 

Jacob Luker joined a shy young man, now having just achieved his Brown Belt is a 

confident, happy and respectful young man.  Many Thanks 

                      Jacobs Grandad 

 

 

Theo’s confidence has really benefitted since attending classes.  His focus and 

concentration have improved.  He loves coming to each class and strives to achieve 

his next tab each session. 

                         Andrew Jones 

 

I cannot put into words the improvement we have seen in Ashley since he has been 

coming to Kaizen-Do Karate.  Staff are friendly approachable but also believe in 

discipline and focus. We would recommend this as an investment in your child’s 

future. 

                 Mr & Mrs McCann 

 

Willow joined Kaizen-Do Karate a month ago and she absolute loves it. She would 

never miss a session and cannot wait to get there. Her focus and concentration have 

improved and thanks to the self-discipline sheets her willingness to help around the 



house has improved massively. Not only do the Sensei’s teach exceptional classes but 

they make it fun too. I couldn’t recommend Kaizen-Do more! 

 

 

So proud of Isla’s dedication to karate. She’s really enjoyed her 1st year, very proud of 

her achieving her Purple Belt.  Isla has been very supportive to her new friend at 

school who was being bullied, school has been happy with Isla and she has received 

recognition for her behaviour. So proud of Isla for this. 

             Parents of Isla Stott 

 

Adam is getting so much out of Karate here at the Academy. His fitness levels are 

excellent, and this helps him in the other sporting activities that he participates in. His 

concentration levels have also improved since he began at Kaizen-Do, those in turn 

has helped him at school where he enjoyed excellent SATs results in the summer. 

 

 

I’ve been coming to Kaizen-Do karate with my daughters for just over 2 years now and 

I cannot honestly believe the progress we have made. The girls have improved self-

confidence immensely and I feel so much fitter. It’s fun to be able to do something 

with the girls which we can follow up at home too! 

                              Sarah Mohammed-Quershi 

 

 

Since starting her karate journey, Amelia’s focus and determination have improved. 

She has only been attending for 2 months but her attitude to complete challenging 

tasks has improve a lot.  She loves her classes and having gained her next belt quickly; 

she is already asking when she con go for another. 

                             Parent of Amelia Sweetmore 

 

 



Sofia has come so far from the start at Kaizen-Do Karate. It has helped her massively 

with her confidence and concentration.  She really enjoys coming and everyone is 

very friendly and helpful. 

                                Sofia’s Parents, Clair and Warren. 

 

 

Thank you to Kaizen-Do Karate for doing amazing things for my grandson. All the 

Sensei’s are fabulous, and he is more confident and caring, he takes his sport very 

seriously and loves to come to training, no arguments, no face pulling, is ready to go 

before me.  This Academy is amazing, everyone is friendly, all Sensei’s are ready to 

answer any questions at any time. 

                                 C.King (Grandparent) 

 

We are very pleased with Emily’s progress in moving up belts.  She is gaining new life 

skills using the homework sheets and continues to use these skills at school and 

home.  Emily has started to help with the young new starters and is gain great life 

skills. We are very pleased with how the Academy is encouraging her to improve 

herself. 

                      Emily Browns Parent  

 

 

Alliyah, Nyssa, Kayyum and Ismail have all benefited greatly from attending Kaizen-Do 

Karate. Their confidence has grown, they enjoy the sessions as well as completing 

their progress sheets and are improving all the time. 

 

 

Olivia has come on in leaps and bounds since starting she was a super shy girl; I can’t 

believe how much it has helped her. She loves coming and would come every day if I 

let her.  Thank you for everything.  

                                                  Jill Gooding 

 



Deacon is now a Green Belt at Kaizen-Do Karate. Moreover, he is 

growing and progressing on a personal and development 

level.  His confidence in himself and his self-belief is improving at 

a daily level. Deacon enjoys his time here and his ability and 

progression are a testament to the great ethos and design of the 

classes and overall facility here.  I am very proud of Deacon and his 

continued achievement and his improvement through his 

gradings.  Keep it up Deacon! 

            Mr & Mrs Maynock 

 

 

I cannot put into words the improvement we have seen in Ashley 

since he has been coming to Kaizen-Do Karate.  Staff are friendly 

approachable but also believe in discipline and focus. We would 

recommend this as an investment in your child’s future. 

                                                                                                            Mr & Mrs McCann 

 

 

My son has improved with every aspect of his life, Confidence, 

Resilience, Self-awareness and Maturity. Since he started 

attending regular sessions at this Academy. I would have no 

reservations in recommending it to other parents 


